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My name is Sandeep Vaheesan. I am the Legal Director at the Open Markets Institute. I want to thank Chairwoman Waters, Ranking Member McHenry, and the other members of the Committee for the opportunity to participate in this hearing.

Ongoing inflation in the United States is, in part, a story of corporate pricing power. In industries ranging from agricultural chemicals and seeds to mattresses to rental cars to restaurants, chief executive officers and chief financial officers have boasted that they have been able to raise prices and boost profits and profit margins.\(^1\) Profit margins surged in 2021.\(^2\) Goldman Sachs has identified corporations with pricing power that are poised to do very well in an inflationary environment.\(^3\) This corporate power over prices appears to be an important driver of inflation.

The extraordinary pricing power of corporations in many sectors is a result of policy choices, initiated by the courts in the late 1970s and furthered by President Reagan’s administration in the 1980s, that effectively reinterpreted and neutered antitrust law against powerful corporations.\(^4\) In particular, a lax approach to corporate mergers, embraced by both Democratic and Republican administrations, helped create the conditions for our present inflation. For forty years, the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) have disregarded the anti-merger law the Congress passed in 1914 and strengthened in 1950 and treated corporate consolidation as generally benign.
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With this implicit greenlight for consolidation, corporations have engaged in hundreds of thousands of mergers and acquisitions over the past four decades. Lax merger policy has enabled corporations in many markets to acquire substantial pricing power.

A permissive posture on mergers has also had deleterious effects on the productive capacity of the United States. Corporations often eliminate “redundant” capacity following mergers, especially those involving competitors, and, in many instances, have opted to grow through mergers and acquisitions instead of the more socially beneficial method of investment and hiring.

The net result is an economy in which corporations in many markets wield exceptional pricing power and have less slack capacity to meet even modest increases in demand for goods and services. These are not the only political economic harms of corporate consolidation and concentration, which include lower wages for workers, but just the ones most relevant to the topic of today’s hearing. The pandemic has merely exposed the underlying structural problems in the American economy.

I. Forty Years of Lax Anti-Merger Policy

Congress enacted a strong anti-merger measure in Section 7 of the Clayton Act, in response to the corporate merger and acquisition frenzy that occurred in the late 1890s and early 1900s. The members of Congress who debated and drafted the original Section 7 in 1914 and amended the law in 1950 spoke out against the economic and political evils of concentrated corporate power arising from consolidation. For example, Representative Bennett stated that the “greatest value [of Section 7] lies in protecting our citizenry from domination by business interests so large and monopolistic that the voices of average people cannot be heard in their thunder[.]”

Congress wanted to strike at consolidation before it inflicted harm on citizens, workers, suppliers, rivals, and consumers. To put this anti-merger policy into practice, the law prohibits mergers and acquisitions whose effects “may be to substantially lessen competition, or to tend to create a monopoly.” By featuring such probabilistic language, the law was designed to “thwart [harmful mergers] in their incipiency.” As the Supreme Court later recognized, “Congress decided to clamp down with vigor on mergers” and “arrest[] a trend toward concentration in its incipiency before that trend developed to the point that a market was left in the grip of a few big companies.”

At the same time, Congress took care to ensure that Section 7 did not stifle business growth. Rather, Congress sought to channel business strategy in socially useful directions. The Clayton Act spurred businesses to grow through investment in new plants and facilities and hiring more
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workers—as opposed to growing through the acquisition of existing business assets and corporations. The Supreme Court noted in 1963: “[S]urely one premise of an antimerger statute such as § 7 is that corporate growth by internal expansion is socially preferable to growth by acquisition.”

In 1982, the Reagan administration chose to ignore the text and purpose of the Clayton Act. It radically weakened anti-merger policy in the United States. The DOJ and the FTC under President Reagan substituted their policy judgments for those of Congress. Whereas the Department of Justice in 1968 faithfully followed the law in stating “the primary role of Section 7 enforcement is to preserve and promote market structures conducive to competition,” the Reagan administration’s DOJ sounded a different tone—one that conferred broad discretion on corporate executives and investment banks supporting mergers and acquisitions but conflicted with the law. In the 1982 Merger Guidelines, the DOJ stated, “Although they sometimes harm competition, mergers generally play an important role in a free enterprise economy.” It further pledged “to avoid unnecessary interference with th[e] larger universe of mergers that are either competitively beneficial or neutral.”

During Reagan’s eight years in office, actual merger enforcement, in practice, proved to be even more relaxed than what the new guidelines indicated. The drop in merger investigations and enforcement actions under the Reagan administration was precipitous. As an antitrust scholar and a former FTC commissioner (and future FTC chair) wrote in 1988, the Reagan administration’s dearth of anti-merger enforcement served “as an invitation to [corporate America] to merge with anyone.”

Every subsequent administration up through President Trump followed the Reagan administration’s permissive approach to merger enforcement. Indeed, they have often further loosened restrictions on merger activity. For example, both the Clinton and the Obama administrations raised the market concentration thresholds for when they would challenge mergers among competitors (horizontal mergers). They also recognized an “efficiencies” defense in merger enforcement policy, even though the Supreme Court had unambiguously rejected an efficiencies justification for unlawful mergers. The Court stated in 1967, “Possible economies cannot be used as a defense to illegality.”
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Time and again, presidential administrations have embraced the pro-merger ideology adopted by the Reagan administration. For instance, in their 2010 Horizontal Merger Guidelines, President Obama’s DOJ and FTC asserted that “a primary benefit of mergers to the economy is their potential to generate significant efficiencies and thus enhance the merged firm’s ability and incentive to compete, which may result in lower prices, improved quality, enhanced service, or new products.”

Democratic and Republican administrations permitted consolidation despite the lack of evidence to support the twin assumptions that mergers resulted in efficiency, and that powerful corporations willingly shared any of the benefits of efficiency with the public. If anything, the great bulk of evidence pointed in the opposite direction. For instance, in his landmark research on the effects of mergers, economist John Kwoka found that the DOJ and the FTC routinely permitted mergers that led to higher prices for consumers. And as business school professor Melissa Schilling wrote, after reviewing a series of studies of completed mergers, “A considerable body of research concludes that most mergers do not create value for anyone, except perhaps the investment bankers who negotiated the deal.”

And benefit the bankers did. Mergers and acquisitions exploded after the Reagan administration’s decision to scale back enforcement of the Clayton Act, increasing in dollar value from $81.2 billion between 1980 and 1984 to $925.2 billion between 1995 and 1999. In recent times, mergers have only further increased. In 2021 alone, the value of merger activity in the United States was $2.5 trillion.

To get a sense of the level of corporate consolidation and the federal tolerance of this consolidation, consider the number of merger filings and the government’s response to them. The members of Congress who in 1976 enacted the notification system for large mergers expected the DOJ and the FTC to receive around 150 merger filings a year. In the 2010s, the DOJ and the FTC received no fewer than 1,166 merger filings in a particular fiscal year. In the calendar year 2021, businesses filed 4,130 merger notifications. The DOJ and the FTC challenge only a miniscule portion of these consolidations. For instance, out of the 1,637 mergers reported to the agencies in the fiscal year 2020, the agencies challenged just 43 of them (15 by
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DOJ, 28 by FTC). In many of these cases, the “challenge” did not entail the government stopping the merger in court. Instead, it only involved the merging corporations selling off a line of business or agreeing to terms of fair dealing with their rivals to allay the DOJ or the FTC’s competitive concerns.

The character of merger activity also changed beginning in the early 1980s. Due to strict rules against mergers among rivals and mergers between firms in a potential purchaser-supplier relationship (vertical mergers) in the 1960s, the merger wave of the decade involved firms in unrelated markets and industries (conglomerate mergers). With the loosening of anti-merger law beginning in the Reagan years, mergers increasingly became horizontal and vertical. Some of the proposed and ultimately completed horizontal mergers in recent years have even combined the top two firms in a market, such as Anheuser-Busch InBev and MillerCoors in 2016.

One result of this policy choice on mergers is highly concentrated markets and enhanced corporate pricing power. Due to corporate consolidation, markets across the economy have become more concentrated. The signs are everywhere and familiar to Americans.

Consolidation in the wireless industry has led to three carriers controlling the national market. Four airlines dominate domestic air travel.

High market concentration can translate to enhanced pricing power for individual corporations. A corporation that has fewer rivals has greater ability to raise prices. Even if it loses some sales from increasing prices, the higher per-unit margin can more than compensate for reduced volumes. This pricing power is on display during the present inflation. On recent earnings calls, executives have touted their firms’ pricing power to investors. While demand did surge for
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certain goods, leading to bottlenecks in those sectors (such as chips in auto manufacturing), corporations have used the cover of inflation to sustain price hikes that might have initially been caused by supply bottlenecks for key components.\(^{37}\)

Concentration also means greater market-wide pricing power. With fewer market participants, firms can collude with rivals more easily. Coordinating and maintaining collective price increases becomes simpler as there are fewer sellers to corral into a pricing agreement and monitor compliance.\(^{38}\) In a market with just three competitors, defection from a collusive arrangement is easier to identify (and punish through retaliatory price cuts) than it is in a market with 15 or 20 competitors.

In highly concentrated markets, firms do not even need to conspire in the proverbial smoke-filled room to collusively raise prices. Instead, they can engage in tacit forms of collusion, in which one firm initiates a price increase and expects or encourages others to follow.\(^{39}\) Indeed, executives’ comments on earnings calls may be signals to rivals that the firm plans to raise prices, as a first mover or follow the lead of others. As a possible example of this pricing coordination among rivals, Goodyear’s Chief Financial Officer Darren Wells, on a recent call in which pricing power in tires was a theme, said, “There are nine competitors that we tend to track, and seven out of the nine have announced price increases in the first quarter, and one of the ones who hadn’t raised prices right at the end of last year.”\(^{40}\) Critically, courts in the United States have long held that tacit collusion is legal and cannot be challenged under the Sherman Act (one of the main federal antitrust laws).\(^{41}\)

Meatpacking illustrates the connection between consolidation, concentration, and inflation. The price of meat, poultry, fish, and eggs rose 12.5% between December 2020 and December 2021,\(^{42}\) and the increase in beef prices, in particular, has been an important contributor to food and overall inflation.\(^{43}\) Meatpackers have engaged in many mergers and acquisitions since the 1980s.\(^{44}\) The result is that, in beef, chicken, and pork processing, the top four national firms together have at least a 54% share of each market.\(^{45}\) This concentration has conferred great pricing power on processors of beef, pork, and poultry. For instance, beef packers raised prices
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to consumers and held down prices paid to ranchers. Some chicken processors have allegedly resorted to direct collusion to maintain high prices for consumers (and low wages for workers) and faced criminal prosecution and private lawsuits over this conduct.

By allowing corporations to accumulate pricing power through consolidation, federal merger policy has contributed to the current inflation. Businesses have extraordinary pricing power and can pass higher costs (and more) along to consumers. With greater price competition, they would be more likely to bear higher costs in the form of lower margins and lower profits.

Indeed, inflation can provide a useful cover for exercises of corporate pricing power that would otherwise trigger strong opposition from customers and the public. If inflation is treated as a general increase in prices, corporate price increases may be portrayed as only keeping up with an economy-wide phenomenon. Executives can point to supposedly higher input costs and insist that they are simply passing them along to purchasers and end consumers, asserting they are following the general inflationary trend rather than helping instigate it. A CFO of a supplier to food companies told the Wall Street Journal, “Widespread inflation makes it easier to broach the topic of raising prices with customers.”

III. Another Link Between Weak Anti-Merger Policy and Inflation: Eroding the National Industrial Base and Productive Capacity

Weak federal enforcement of anti-merger law has contributed to a lack of spare capacity in the economy. Mergers among competitors often lead to the elimination of “redundant” plants, facilities, and offices. In addition, permissive merger policy has encouraged businesses to grow through mergers and acquisitions instead of through investment in new production.

Mergers are (in)famous for leading to plant closures and layoffs. Following a merger between two firms, especially rivals, the newly enlarged corporation often closes plants, facilities, and offices that are duplicative and not necessary to meet demand. One analysis found that “roughly 30% of employees are deemed redundant after a merger or acquisition in the same industry.”

This elimination of redundancies can reduce costs and generate greater cash flow for the corporation in the near term, which is an attractive proposition for executives and shareholders
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with a short-term orientation. It, however, means the corporation has less productive slack to meet increases in demand. At an aggregate level, consolidation strips the United States of vital productive capacity.

Hospital consolidation illustrates the social costs of merger activity. In metropolitan areas and counties across the country, hospitals in the past few decades have gone on a merger and acquisition frenzy, concentrated local healthcare markets, and obtained extraordinary power over patients and payors. In the course of consolidation, they have also closed hospitals and clinics that they deemed superfluous. Due in part to this consolidation, the United States had fewer hospital beds in 2017 (900,000) than it did in 1975 (1.5 million), even though the population of the country had increased by more than 100 million during that period. As a result, the nation was much less equipped to respond to the pandemic and the surge in Americans needing hospital care.

Permissive merger policy also channels corporate strategy away from investment and innovation. Why should executives undertake the challenge of building new plants and facilities and entering new markets using their own knowhow and resources when mergers and acquisitions offer an easier method of growth? In 1987, the economists Walter Adams and James Brock captured the opportunity cost of practically unchecked merger activity:

> [M]anagement attention has been diverted from the critical task of investing in new plants, new products, and state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques. Billions of dollars spent on shuffling ownership shares are, at the same time, billions of dollars not spent on productivity-enhancing plant, equipment, and research and development. The millions of dollars absorbed in legal fees and investment banking commissions are, at the same time, millions of dollars not plowed directly into the nation’s industrial base. The opportunity costs of merger mania are real. And they bode ill for the reindustrialization of America.

To put the amount of merger activity in perspective, the value of mergers and acquisitions between 1985 and 2008 was more than four times greater than the amount of private spending on research and development during that period.

The turn to mergers and acquisitions reflects the broader financialization of corporate governance. Many corporations aim to disburse as much money as possible to shareholders through dividends, stock buybacks, and mergers and acquisitions (when paid for with cash),
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instead of investing in capacity and undertaking research and development. For example, Intel, which was once a global leader in semiconductor chip development, has focused in recent times on protecting its monopoly in chips for personal computers and servers and distributing profits to shareholders, while its foreign rivals Samsung and TSMC have concentrated on capital expenditures and innovation and become leaders in the growing markets for smartphone and tablet chips.\(^{57}\)

These two effects of weak anti-merger enforcement mean the United States has a smaller industrial base and less productive capacity than it would otherwise. Less capacity—and critically less spare capacity—makes firms less capable of responding to even modest increases in demand. What executives, investment bankers, and short-term shareholders disparage as “redundant” or “unnecessary” plants, facilities, and equipment can be vital for economic resiliency.

IV. Conclusion

Lax merger policy has contributed to present inflation. By allowing virtually unchecked consolidation across the economy, the DOJ and the FTC have permitted corporations to accumulate extraordinary pricing power. They can unilaterally and jointly raise prices for many goods and services. Just as importantly, a permissive approach to corporate mergers has encouraged the elimination of spare productive capacity and discouraged investment in new plant, equipment, and facilities, which are especially important during times of crisis when demand for certain products may surge.

Strengthening anti-merger policy can serve as a useful anti-inflation tool going forward. It can constrain corporate pricing power and encourage investment in the industrial base, instead of the zero-sum game of buying, combining, and swapping existing business assets. Congress should enact new anti-merger law that cracks down on corporate consolidation and channels corporate strategy in socially beneficial directions. In the meantime, the Biden administration has taken preliminary steps to breathe new life into federal anti-merger law, most notably by opening a broad review of the DOJ/FTC merger guidelines.\(^{58}\) Paired with investigating collusive behavior by powerful corporations and unwinding harmful past mergers in industries such as meatpacking, strong federal anti-merger law can play an important role in containing inflation.

Thank you for your time.
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